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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the group of circular units C and the Stickelberger 
ideal S of mth cyclotomic field, defined in the beautiful paper [S]. The aim 
is a description of these objects by means of a basis for the group of 
circular units modulo roots of unity and a basis for the Stickelberger ideal 
considered as a Z-module. 
This direction of the investigation of the Stickelberger ideal of mth 
cyclotomic field was opened by Skula (see [lo]), who found a basis of 
it for the case of m being an odd prime power. Skula used his basis 
for an elementary proof of the Iwasawa’s class number formula based on 
computing the determinant of a transition matrix. 
Iwasawa’s theorem was generalized to any cyclotomic field by Sinnott in 
[S] who defined the Stickelberger ideal S and computed its finite index by 
means of the theory of cohomology of groups. Our aim was to find a basis 
of S in the case of any cyclotomic field and to prove Sinnott’s theorem by 
Skula’s method. But finding a basis in this case turned out to be not so 
easy as for p”th cyclotomic field. In this paper we shall show that S can be 
described by means of the module generated by the values of an odd 
Kubert’s universal ordinary distribution (see [4]). 
If m is an odd prime power, a system of independent generators for the 
group of circular units was found by Kummer, but in the general case there 
has been known only a maximal system of independent circular units, 
discovered by Ramachandra (see [ 71). Recently, Levesque generalized 
Ramachandra’s system and constructed a new maximal independent system 
of circular units having smaller index in C than Ramachandra’s one (see 
[2]). However, in general, these systems do not generate the whole group C. 
We shall show in this paper that C can also be described by means of the 
module generated by the values of an even Kubert’s universal ordinary 
distribution. 
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A basis for a certain type of modules, the special case of which is any 
module generated by values of an odd or even Kubert’s universal ordinary 
distribution, is described in [6]. We shall use this result and obtain a 
system of independent generators of the group of circular units and a basis 
of the Stickelberger ideal for a general case of a cyclotomic field (see 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2). By means of these systems we obtain elementary 
proofs of Sinnott’s class number formulae and the expressions of the first 
and the second factors of class number in the form of determinants (see 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2). 
A brief survey of results of this paper and [6] is given in [S]. 
2. CIRCULAR UNITS 
A cyclotomic field can be uniquely written in the form Q(i), where 
~=cos(2~/m)+isin(27+n) and integer m>2 satisfy mf2 (mod4). Let 
m = nl= I p;’ be the prime decomposition of m (p,, . . . . p,, are distinct 
primes and rl, . . . . rn are positive integers) and yi = p;’ for any i = 1, . . . . n. Let 
us define integers mi and I,. for any i = 1, ,.., n by the conditions miqi = m 
and 0 < li < m, pili = 1 (mod m,), li = 1 (mod qi). 
Let G denote the Galois group 
G=Gal(Q({)/Q)= {a,;r~Z A O<r<m A (r,m)= l}, 
where IJ? is determined by iaT = i’. 
Let E be the group of units of Q(5) and P be the subgroup of Q(i)” 
generated by the set 
(1-[“;aEZA l<a<m}. 
Sinnott defines the group of circular units as the intersection C= En P (see 
L-81). 
The following well-known lemma shows that the generators of the group 
P are dependent. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let d, k, t, be integers and td = m. Then 
d-l 
1 -p= n (l-p+ir)= n (1-i”). 
i=O c= l....,m 
c = k(mod r) 
ProuJ: This follows from the polynomial identity xd- 1 = 
n;:; (x - i”). I 
We shall need the following set 
X= {aEZ; O<a<m A Vs= 1, . . . . n: psIa3qS1u}. 
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LEMMA 2.2. The group P is generated /I?! the set ( 1 - [“; a E x I. 
Proox For any a E Z, 1 <a <m, there exist d, k E Z satisfying kd = u, 
d nr=, pi I m, (d, k) = 1 such that k E X. Lemma 2.1 for t = m/d implies 
Let us suppose pS 1 k + it for some s E { 1, . . . . n}. Because ps 1 t we obtain 
p, 1 k, hence qX 1 k and ps j d which implies q,, 1 k + it. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. If i E { 1, . . . . n } and t E X, then 
ProojY This is very easy in the case qi( t. 
enough to let x= 1 in the polynomial identity 
n 
ksl (modm,) 
Q<k<m A p,tk 
if milt, 
if 4iIt2 
if mij t A qij t. 
If milt then pi! t and it is 
Finally, let us suppose mi 1 t and qi 1 t and choose r E Z such that r c t 
(mod mi) and piI r. Lemma 2.1 implies that 
I-I (1 -Cl”) 
kc I (mod ma) 
O<k<m A p,Jk 
= n (l-[k). n (l-[“)-‘=l-crq’ 
k= l....,m 
ksr(modm,) 
k= l,...,m 
k=r(modm,p,) 
1 _ p’lP” 
The lemma follows, because r = t (mod mi) and r/pi = tlj (mod mi). 1 
LEMMA 2.4. (1) clbP1 EEforanyaEPandaEG. 
(2) For any u E P there exist k,, . . . . k, E Z such that the norm 
n 
N,,,,,,(a) = n Pf’. 
i=l 
(3) Let UEP. Then GEE ifand only ifNotr,&a)= 1. 
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ProoJ: (1) It is enough to prove it for the generators of P. If r~ = (T, 
then for any a E X 
and ((l-~“)“r~l)~l=((l-~“)“~~‘~‘)“~~Z(~). 
(2) We can again suppose a = 1 - ia, where a E X, and choose 
i E { 1, . . . . n} satisfying qi j a 
NQ(,),QU -i”) = Jj (1 -i”Y’ 
o<r<m 
(r,ml= I 
= n 
( 
n (1 -[“k) 
r s 1 (mod 41) k=I(modm,) > 
Or. 
o<r<m A (r,m)= 1 O<k<m/\ p,lk 
Lemma 2.3 implies that the product in the big parentheses is equal to pi if 
mi]a and (1 -jOyl)l-Oi~ if mi 1 a. In the former case we obtain 
>(IWQ( 
1 - i”) = py”, in the latter case part (1) of this lemma implies 
Q(;),Q( 1 - i”) E E. B ecause En Q = { 1, - 1 } and the norm cannot be 
negative, the lemma follows. 
(3) If C(E E then NQcr,,Q(cx) E En Q and N,,,,,,(U) = 1. Otherwise, 
if NQ,r,,Q(~) = 1 then 
a’(m) = NQ([),Q(“) . (~,,~“~l)-‘=(~~~u-‘)-‘~E, n 
hence CI E E. [ 
We shall need the following homomorphism of groups 
I: Q(i) x + RCGI, 
where 
Z(a)= c log]a”~‘l a,‘. 
o<r<m 
(r,m)= 1 
(See [l, Chap. II, Sect. 3, Part 33 or [8, p. 1201.) 
LEMMA 2.5. 
Enker 1= W, 
where W is the group of roots of unity in Q(i). 
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Proof: This can be found in [ 1, Chap. II, Sect. 3, Theorem 21. 1 
Although we want to find an independent system of generators of the 
group C, first we shall look for such a system of P. 
Let us define a homomorphism h: R[G] + R[G] by 
h(x)=(l -e)x, 
for any xeR[G], where e=(l/cp(nz))s(G) and s(G)=&<~<~~.(~.~,=, 0,. It 
is easy to see that if we take any system of generators of l(P) n ker h 
together with any system of elements of l(P) which is mapped by the 
homomorphism h to the system of generators of h(l(P)) we obtain the 
system of generators of I(P). 
For any i= 1, . . . . n let 
xi= c 1(1 -[“j)El(P). 
I Cr<(l/Zly, 
P, 1 r 
LEMMA 2.6. The group l(P) n ker h is generated b-v the set { tii; 
i = 1, . . . . n}. 
Proof Lemma 2.3 implies 
for any iE { 1, . . . . n}. Therefore h(k-,) = (1 - e)( 1/2)s(G) .log pi= 0 and 
~~ E ker h. 
On the other hand for any x E l(P) n ker h there exists c1 E P satisfying 
x = l(cr) and ex = x. Hence for any cr E G 
I(&-‘)=(o-l)x=(a-l)ex=O.x=O 
and Lemmas 2.4( 1) and 2.5 imply tioP ’ E W, hence c&u- ‘)(‘+j) = 1. Because 
E”+~)~=cI(‘+~) for any LEG, we have c&‘+‘),Q and 
n 
N,,,,, (c$’ “1) = (cI(’ +‘J)-’ G = n p; 
i=l 
for some k ,, . . . . k,,E Z (see Lemma (2.4(2)). Because LX”+“EQ each ki is 
divisible by card G and 
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where kj = k,/card GE Z for any i E { 1, . . . . n >. Therefore 
x = $(a (l+i))= i &&JJ= i k;K,. 1 
i= 1 i=l 
For finding an independent system of generators of the group h(l(P)) we 
shall use the methods of [6]. 
3. STICKELBERGER IDEAL 
Sinnott defines the Stickelberger ideal S of Q(i) in the following way (see 
[S]): for any UEZ let 
(r,m)= I 
where (x) is the fractional part of the rational number x. Let S’ be 
the Z-module generated in the Q[G] by the set {e(a); a~ Z}. The 
Stickelberger ideal of Q(c) is the intersection S = S’ n Z[G]. 
Let w  = 2m if m is odd and w  = m if m is even. We put 
o*=g(0(-l)+(m+l)o(l)) 
and 
o(a)=8(a)-aB(l)+o*-s(G) 
for any aEZ, l<a<m/2. For any aEZ, m/2<a<m, we put 
o(a)= -o(m-a) and o(O)=O. Finally, for any bEZ let o(b)=o(a), 
where a E Z is determined by 0 < a < m and b = a (mod m). 
LEMMA 3.1. The Stickelberger ideal S is the Z-module generated by the 
set 
I-Z= {co*} u {o(a); UEZ A O<a<m}. 
Proof: It is easy to see that 19(o) = 0, that 19(a) + 0(-a) = s(G) for any 
UEZ, m ia, and that a= b (mod m) implies fl(a)=B(b) for any a, bEZ. 
Hence each y E S’ can be written in the form 
Y= c e,e(i) + r .s(G), 
I <i< [m/2] 
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where Y, r,, . . . . eCrni2, E Z. By means of (s) E .K (mod Z) we obtain that 
;j E S if and only if 
Because w* = 8(m/2) + (m/2)8( 1) if m is even, we obtain H c S. 
On the other hand let us suppose y E S. Because m0( 1) = 
(2m/w)o*--s(G) and s(G)=w*-o(1) 
1’ = c e,(o(i)+iQl)-o(l))+r.s(G) 
1 <i< [m/Z] 
= c c 2m ie, --*-0*+0(l) 
l<i<[m/2] 
e;o(i) + 1 ( I<i<[m/Z] )( 
u 
> 
-L:..,2, eJ 
0(1)+r(0*-~(1)), 
which is the Z-linear combination of the elements of H. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let d, k, t be integers satisfying 0 <k c t and td = m. Then 
d-1 
c o(a) = 1 o(k + it) = w(dk). 
0 = O,....m ~ I i=O 
o=k(modrl 
Proof: It is enough to prove only the second identity. We shall use the 
following well-known fact of elementary number theory: 
for any TE Z relatively prime to m. Therefore 
d-l 
1 B(k+it)=B(dk)+~s(G). 
i=O 
Let c = [(d+ 1)/2]. We shall distinguish three cases: 
(i) If k = 0 then 
d-l c-1 
1 w(k+it)= 1 (o(it) + o(m - it)) = 0 = w(dk). 
i=O i= I 
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(ii) If 0 < k d t/2 then 
d-l C-1 d- 1 
1 w(k+it)= 1 o(k+it)- 1 w(m-k-it) 
i=O i=O is‘ 
c-1 
= i;. (W + it) - (k +it)&l)+o*-s(G)) 
d-l 
- 1 (O(m-k-it)-(m-k-it)O(l)+o*-s(G)) 
i=c 
d-l d-l 
= c O(k+it)-(d-c)s(G)- 1 (k+it)8(1) 
i=O i=O 
+ m(d- c)e(i) - (d- 2c)(o* -s(G)) 
d-l 
dk+d2t-m(d-c) 
.0(l)-(d-2c)(o*-s(G)) 
=w(dk)- d-c- 
( 
y> (s(G)-me(l)) 
-(d-2c+ l)(~*-s(G)). 
If d is odd then c=(d+ 1)/2, d-c-(d- 1)/2=0, and d-2c+ 1 =O. If d 
is even then m is also even, c = d/2, and 
(s(G)-me(l))-(d-d+ l)(o*-s(G)) 
The lemma follows in this case. 
(iii) If t/2 -C k < t then we shall use the case (ii) which has been 
proved 
d-l d-l 
1 o(k+it)= - c w(m-k-it) 
i=O i=o 
d-l 
= - iTo o((t-k)+it)= -o(d(t-k))=o(dk). I 
LEMMA 3.3. The Stickelberger ideal S is the Z-module generated by the 
set {co*} u {o(a); aEX}, where X was defined above Lemma 2.2. 
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Proof This is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 3.4. [f  i E ( 1, . . . . II ) and t E X then 
c o(tk) = cp(q,) ‘df), V‘ q, I t, 
k= I (mod m,) ~~(tqi)-~(~q,~,), ff’ Y, :, 1. 
Ock<m A p,tk 
Proof: This is very easy in the case qil t. Let us suppose q, 1 t and 
choose r E Z such that r = t (mod mi) and pz / r. Lemma 3.2 implies that 
c o(tk)= c w(k)- 1 o(k) 
k = 1 (mod m,l k = I,...,m 
O<k<m A p,)k k = r (mod WI,) 
k = I,...,m 
k = r (mod m,p,) 
=w(rq,)-o T . 
( ,> 
The lemma follows, because r = t (mod mi) and r/p, = tli (mod m,). 1 
4. FINDING SYSTEMS OF GENERATORS 
For any ie { 1, . . . . n} let T, denote the group (Z/qiZ) x and T: the semi- 
group Tju (g:}, where g: = qiZ. Let us define the group T= nr= 1 Ti, the 
semigroup T* =n;=, Ty, and the mapping 6: T* -+Xu (0) by the 
condition 
k=l 
where a E cli for each i E { 1, . . . . n>. The Chinese remainder theorem implies 
6 is a bijection. 
We shall follow [6] and define j = 6 ‘(m - 1 ), 2, = 6 ~ ‘(lk) E T, 
For any i =O, 1, . . . . n we define the mappings ai: Gi -+ Q[G], where 
Gj=ni=, Tt.JJ;=i+, T,, by the following way: we set a,(r)=z for any 
reGO and 
a,(z) = (1 - e,&) aj- ,(T), 
a,(g,*T) = 4$4J eja, ,(~h 
for any 0 < i < n and z E GiP,. Let U, be the module generated in Q[ T] by 
the set (a,(t); z E G,}. 
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Let 
M, = (J-u {OH a~X;3i~(l,...,n}:q,~a*a-~-l(modq,) 
ha) 
r\V’i~(k+l,..., n):a=(m,a)(modq,) 
I> 
, 
where 
N, = {a~xu (0); aim ,y f 1 #(-1)Card{kc(‘...-,n);9kIal}, 
It is easy to see that card M, = q(m)/2 and that if we put 
T:= a+q,Z;a~Zr,O<a+pJa 
1 I 
in [6] then s(k+ ) = M,, where A?t+ denotes the set M, from [6]. 
We shall construct the homomorphisms of additive groups 
@: Q[T] -+ R[G] and ‘y: QCTI + Q[Gl 
satisfying 
@((I +A Un) = h(4P)) and P’((l -j) U,) = so, 
where h and 1 are mappings defined above Lemmas 2.6 and 2.5, respectively, 
and SO is the Z-module generated by the set {o(a); a E X}. Then we shall 
be able to map the bases of (1 + j) U, and (1 - j) U,, by @ and Y and to 
obtain the systems of generators of h(Z(P)) and S,, respectively. These 
bases are described by the following theorem which is the special case of 
the theorem proved in [6]. 
THEOREM 4.1. ((l+j)a,(r); z~6~‘(M+)} is a basis of the module 
(l+j)U,, and ((I-j)a,(r); ts6-‘(M-)) is a basis of the module 
(1 -A U,. 
For w C,, T a,z~Q[Tl let 
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and 
LEMMA 4.1. For anl) ie (0, l,..., n} andTEG, 
@(ai(T) (t -e). 1 .;I 
o<r<m 
(r.mJ = I 
LG{i+l....,n) 
mt6(r)nk.L’Ik 
and 
Y(a,(z)) =i 
= L!kJ”‘(““‘fiqkik) LG ji+1.....n) 
Proof: We shall use induction with respect to i. If i = 0 and z E Go then 
aa = T  and the lemma follows. 
Let us suppose that 1 < i < n and the lemma has been proved for i - 1. 
Let T  E G,- 1. The induction assumption implies 
=$j@( 1 
v t T ,  
ai-, =+?) 1 a,' 
> O<r<m 
(r.rn)= 1 
.L-- 
(P(4i) 
c 
LC {r,...,n} 
mlwr)nk.r4k 
Lemma 2.3 implies 
= n (l-5 rkd(r) nktL 4klk ) 
k G I (mod m<) 
O<kim A p,jk 
= T;‘-i 
I 
if mi16(T) nkeL qk? 
ra(T)nk,LqkLk d4,) 
1 > if iEL, 
1-C rd(r)q,nk.LG’klk 
1-i r6(r)qihnkeL4klk’ 
if i&L A mil&t)IlkGLqk. 
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Since (1 - e)(log pi) s(G) = 0 
@(FjUi-,(r))=~(l-e)’ C 0;’ 
o<rcm 
(r,m)= 1 
1 
iELs ‘i.....n} 
mld(T)i-hLYk 
( JJL $--J log1 1 - Pr)=Lyk’kl 
1 
+i(l-e) 1 a,‘-- 
o<r<m c (?JLzkJ q(qi) ~&LE (i,...,n) 
(r,ml= I ml9iNr)nkELqk 
. (logI 1 - i r6(rh,ntEL4khl -logJ1 _jrd(r)q,l,nteL4~lkl) 
+1-e,-& 1 a,’ 
1 o<r<m 
Ir,rn)= I 
Similarly by means of Lemma 3.4 we obtain the result 
Multiplying by q(qi) we obtain the claimed formulae for q(gTx) 
because 6(gFr) = qi 6(r) (mod m). Since U,(T) = aiP 1(~) - eiai_ ,(71i) and 
~(TA,) E Zi 6(z) (mod m), we obtain 
~(a~(7))=~(ai~,(r))-s(e~u~~,(7~i))=~(l-e) c 0,’ 
o<r<m 
(r.m)= 1 
1 
-- 1 (;L&) log,1 -I'J"Lv"n~~"'*",) 
(P(4i) LE {i+ l,...,n) 
mler)%rIkELYk 
=:(1--e) C 0,’ 
o<r<m c (,!!.zk) LG {i+ l,...,n} 
(r.m)= 1 mIH~)rIk.Lm 
. log1 1 - [ ra(t)nk,Lqkh 0 
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which is the claimed formula for @(a,(t)). The formula for Y(u,(r)) can be 
obtained similarly. 1 
For any u E X let 
(1 -c*, if Vi E [ 1, . . . . t2 1: rn, j a, 
D, = 
i 
1 - [” 
1 - y” if 3i~ { 1, . . . . n): m,/ u. 
The proof of Lemma 2.4 implies u, E E (which is the well-known fact ). 
THEOREM 4.2. The Stickefberger ideal S is the Z-module generated b? 
the set 
{co*} u {o(a); UEM-} 
and the group l(C) is generated b-v the set 
(I(ua); UEM, A a#Oj. 
Proof: For any T E T* 
u’((l -A a,,(t))= V%(T)) - V4(b)) 
= &o(b(T)) - $o@(jT)) = W(b(T)) 
by Lemma 4.1. Hence Lemma 3.3 implies S is the Z-module generated by 
the set 
iw*; u{Y((l-j)a,,(z));~~T*]. 
Therefore any y E S can be written in the form y = ro* + Y(x), where r E Z 
and x E (1 -j) U,. The claimed assertion for the Stickelberger ideal follows 
from Theorem 4.1. 
Lemma 4.1 implies 
=(l -e) C fzr,‘logll -c’b(r)l 
o<r<m 
(r.m) = I 
= (1 - e) I( 1 - I$*)) = h(E( 1 - c6”‘)) 
for any ZE T*, 5 #n;=, g*, and @,( 1 + j) an(nr= I g: )) = 0. Hence 
@(( 1 + j) U,) = h(l(P)) by Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 4.1 implies 
{h(Z(l -i”)); agM+ A a#O} 
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is the system of generators of h(l(P)). By Lemma 2.6 the set 
{q; i= 1, . ..) n}u{1(1-[“);a&+ AUZO} 
is the system of generators of f(P). Because rmiE M, for any 
1 < r < (l/2) qi, pi j r, the sets 
{1(1 -[“I); i= 1, . . . . n}u{1(1-[“);aM+ AUfO} 
and 
{l( 1 - cm’); i = 1, . . . . n} u (I(uJ; UEM, A a#O} 
are also the systems of generators of 1(P). Therefore, for any c( E C there are 
xi, y, E Z such that 
Because 
Z(a)= i *Yil(l-[“‘)+ c YJ(U,). 
i=l UEM+ A U#O 
(1% ~Q,~,,Q(B)) c 0;’ =I@) 1 0;’ 
o<r<m o<r<m 
(r,rn) = 1 (r.rn)= 1 
for any /3 E Q(i), fi # 0, we obtain 
0 = (lois NQ,[,,&)) 1 “r’ 
o<r<m 
(F,rn) = 1 
= 
( 
i xi 1% NQ([,,Q(l - i”‘) 
i=l 
+ c Y, log &(&L) c 0, l 
ocM+ A a#0 > o<r<m 
(r.m) = I 
= log fi px,v(mJ 
( 
c 0;’ 
i=l > o<r<m 
(r,m) = I 
by the proof of Lemma 2.4. Hence xi = 0 for each in { 1, . . . . n} and the 
lemma follows. 1 
Our aim is to prove that the systems of generators which have been 
given in the previous theorem are Z-linearly independent. We could take 
the results of Sinnott (see [8]) and prove it by comparing the dimensions. 
But we shall use another possibility: we shall prove the independence 
directly. In this way we shall obtain an elementary proof of Sinnott’s 
theorems. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let A+ denote the absolute value of the determinant c$the 
transition n1atri.y from a basis of I(E) to the system qf generators of l(C) 
from Theorem 4.2. Then 
. . 2 . 
1 A+=-. 
R. v(m) 
det 
i. 1 1 
... log/q ..’ 
’ keM+,rs t 
where R is the regular of Q(c), Y = { aEZ; (a,m)=l A (a/q,)<1/2) and 
where the first row is indexed by k = 0. 
Proof The Dirichlet theorem implies that Q(i) has (p(m)/2 - 1 
fundamental units. Let us denote them u,, where s E M, \(O}. For any 
k E M, \(O} there exist cr(k, s) E Z and pk E W such that 
Vk=Pk’ 
Therefore for each t E Y 
hence 
loglo;’ = 1 a(k, s) .loglu,“rJ, 
stM+\{O} 
det(lOglv~'l)ksM+\~o~,rt r\j~j 
= det(cr(k, s)) k~M+\{O}.s~.@f+\/O~ .det(log(uFl) SEM,\(O),lG Y\{l}. 
The absolute value of the latter determinant is the regulator of Q(i) and 
the absolute value of the first determinant on the right hand side is A+. 
Hence 
A+ =~.ldet(lOg/V~l),,,+,~,:,,,.,(,i~. 
We enlarge the matrix by putting cp(m), 2, . . . . 2 into the first row and zeros 
into the first column (except for cp(m) in the first row). Then the result 
follows after subtracting all columns from the first one and noticing that 
c l”gb:l = $ log NQ((),Q(Vk) = O. 1 
fE Y  
In [9] Sinnott defines the Z-module A in the following way: 
A= {cr~Z[Gl; (1 +a-,)cr~s(G)Z}. 
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LEMMA 4.3, The following set is a basis of the Z-module A: 
i I 1 a;’ u ((1 --a-&J,‘; tE Y}. fE Y  
ProoJ This is easy. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. 
o* = “‘y; 2) c (y _ 1 41 + t) ~(l-a-r)a,P’. 
fE Y  IEY 2m 
Let k E X. If k 6 m/2 then 
o(k)-w*= -(l +k) C a;’ 
IE Y  
If m/2 -c k then 
= -(l+k) 1 a,’ 
fE Y  
Proof: This can be given by direct calculation. 1 
We have expressed the generators of S from Theorem 4.2 as the Z-linear 
combination of the basis elements of A given in Lemma 4.3. Therefore 
SC A and we can compute the index [A : S] by means of a transition 
matrix. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let A- denote the absolute value of the determinant of the 
transition matrix from the basis of A given in Lemma 4.3 to the system of 
generators of S from Theorem 4.2. Then 
Proof: Lemma 4.4 implies 
A-2&. det 
/ m+2 ... -1-t . . . 
1 keM-” (O),~E Yu (0) 
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For each k E M we shall add (k/m)-multiple of the first row (indexed by 
0) to the row indexed by k and obtain 
A-2. 
For each TV Y\(l) we shall subtract half of the column indexed by 1 from 
the column indexed by t and add this column to the first column (indexed 
by 0): 
A- =W. 
m 
m -1 .,. -, . . 
II ! 
det .0:-i 
I. . 
. . ..p !’ . . m 
-1. 
. 
The Laplace theorem implies the lemma. 1 
5. COMPUTING THE DETERMINANTS OF THE TRANSITION MATRICES 
In this chapter we shall compute the determinants from Lemmas 4.2 and 
4.5. For any k E Z, L c { 1, . . . . n} satisfying (n;, L qi, k) = 1 let 
c; = 1, if k FIi,L ‘,q;E (k m) rIitL qi(mod m), 
0, otherwise. 
We shall often omit the symbol 0, i.e., ck = cr. 
Let t be any integer relatively prime to m, 0 < t cm. We define 
bo,, = 0 and b,t, = 2. 
For any k E X let 
b + = CL(rIic L ( - llcP(qi))Hctt + cLkr)t if Vie { 1, . . . . n}: mij k, 
k. I 
Ckr + cpkt - cm,, - c~m,r, if 3iE { 1, . . . . n}: milk, 
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where the sums are taken over all subsets L of the index set (1, . . . . rr} such 
that (nisL qi, k)= 1. 
Proof: ckq, = 1 if and only if kq, E (k, m) qi (mod m) which is satisfied if 
and only if there exists 0 <r 6 m such that r z 1 (mod m,), pi j r, and 
kr = (k, m) (mod m). If such an r exists, it is unique. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. Let kEZ, Lc { 1, . . . . n} satisfy (nieL qi, k)= 1 and 
s = k ni, L liq,. Then c,, = ck”, for any integer t relatively prime to m. 
Proof: This is easy. 1 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 
where the set Y has been defined in Lemma 4.2 and the first row of the 
matrix &+ is indexed by k = 0. Then 
ldetd+I=RQ.h+ ~lWb~t)ksM+,teYI, 
ldet d-1 =&.h- ldeWk,,)ksMm,rs A, 
where h - and h+ is the first and the second factor of the class number of 
Q(i), respectively, R is the regulator of Q(c), and Q is the unit index of 
Q(i), i.e., Q = 1 for n = 1 and Q = 2 otherwise. 
Proof We shall multiply the matrices &+ and SZ- by the matrices 
g+ = (x(t)),, Y.XCX, and LJ- =(x(t)),, Y,XEX> 
where X, and X- is the set of all even and odd Dirichlet characters 
mod m, respectively. We shall denote x0 the trivial character and f, the 
conductor of the character x E X, u X- . Hence we need to compute the 
following sums for any k,EM+, k,#O, x~EX+, x,#xo, and k,EM-, 
XzEX- 
641uw3-4 
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because x,(-t) = xl(t), x1(-t) = -x1(t), I1 - ;~kirl = I1 - ik”l, 
112 - <-k,tlm) = - (112 - Ck2tlm)) and Ctmodm,(r,m,=I r2(t)=0. 
Hereafter let r = 1 or r = 2. Let 
J;’ ’ = (m, k,), J!Z’= n qi, and r 
m 
J’3’=- 
IE (I,...,??; 
J’l’.J’Z” 
r r 
PI !  kr f,, 
Let 
for any i E { 1,2,3}. Then 
Iff,, 1 Jy’ then (Ji”, f,,) # 1 which implies C,,+I x,(o) = 0 and 52, = 0. 
Let us suppose fJ Jy’. Let P:E KI*‘, p:’ E KL3’ satisfy k,p:p: = JL” 
(mod m). By changing variables u and t to p:u and p:‘t 
Let L,= {in (1, . . . . n}; qil JF”). By induction we obtain from Lemma 2.3 
1 log11 -[‘““!“I = 1 (- l)““‘dLlogll -~+~Z’ndrl~ 
UE Ki” L E L, 
Because f,,l Ji3) and xz # x0 
c X2(P;f)=XZ(P;) 1 Xz(f)=O. 
lEKI)’ IEK($’ 
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For any i E { 1, . . . . n} let f be an integer relatively prime to p, and let x be 
an integer satisfying x = 1 (mod m,) and x E 0 (mod qi). By the well-known 
identity which has been used in the proof of Lemma 3.2 
With respect to C,, K(,,) ~*(p;‘t) = 0 we get by induction 
= ,e;(3, Xz(P;If) 1 (- 1 
2 Lc_L2 
Because f,, 1 .I?’ by changing variables 
Q, =kcardK:“. & (-l)cardL 1 
= L IE K{j 
1 
=-cardKi”.X,(p;).SZ’,.SZ;‘, 2 
1 card L tJ:L)J?) II~~L. li m >- 
s2? = i card IQ’]. C (- I)- L 
L c Lz 
1 
= 2 card K$" .xAP;).f&.Qq, 
where 
q= c (-l)-yl n 1; ) 
LEL, ( > iSL 
n;= c (-l)cardQ2 ni;’ , 
L E L1 ( > ieL 
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In the sum Sz: the variable t can be taken over arbitrary reduced residue 
system modulo JF”. Let a, = m/JL3’ and b, = J~“/f,,. Then 
h,- I 
f2; = c 1 x,(s+ tf,,)logll -[‘““Gl’“‘I 
I=0 J mod f;, 
Is. /;, I = 1 
= c x,(s)log “h’ (1 -p+“xl’uI) ) 
s mod fx, /=O 
(5.fx,)=l 
and Lemma 2.1 implies 
QP= 1 x,(s)logll-i -1 = c Xl(S) log/l -[“m&l. 
s mod fx, s mod fr, 
hfx, 1 = I (S./x,)= 1 
Similarly 
f&f= 1 *2(s)h,‘(,,.yQ2) 
s mod fx2 f=O 
(s. /x*1= 1 
= *L,, *r(s) ((%> + y> 
l”JQ) = I 
z2 -O(i) 
s 
= x-s . 
s modf& x2 
(s,f;J = I 
Let us compute the sums 52:. For any iE { 1, .,., n} such that pi( Jy)Jz3) 
c 
o<u<m 
u E 1 (mod m,) 
if piI Ji”, 
if piI Ji3’, 
hence 
= c -1 - c 
LE{iE{l,...,n};y,Ik,} ieL (P(4i) o<u<m 
UE I (mod m,) 
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Therefore 
us 1 (mod m,) 
(*) 
c n (& o<F<, W1)). 
rc{ic(l,...,n}:q,~k2} isL 
UF 1 (mod m,) 
where we have used that f,, 151” hence Cls,,p) x,(t) = card Kz”. 
In the case f,, JJL3' we have Q,=O and C,,d~)x,(t)=O, hence the 
formulae (*) hold in this case, too. 
Therefore for any ~,EM+, k,#O, x~EX+, xl#xO, and ~,EM-, 
XzEX- 
Q, =; 1 x,(s)logll -(“‘f”lI 
s mod/x, 
(s.fx,)=l 
where 
306 
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(ci was defined above Lemma 5.1). 
Let us suppose r = 1. If there exists i E { 1, . . . . n ] satisfying m i I k I then 
loglu;;l = log1 1 - jklrl - logi 1 -- [‘““I ) 
and 
hence 
d+ -d,f,,,= k1.t c (95) (ckL,,+c~k,,-cfi;~,-c~m,,) 
Lc [i) 
=Ck,r+C~k,r-C,,I--C,,I=bk:,, 
,Fy x,(t) l~glql 
If m,[k, for each i~{l,..., n> then ~;;=l-[~l’, h;.,=d$.t, and (*** 
holds, too. 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 imply 
(Lrn)= I 
= 
Lc(te{l/.._, n);y,fk,} 
(p$$( n q(qi)) 
ie [l....,n 
I !  ieLvy,l I 
= 
I-I cP(qi) 
> 
c (-1) 
card L = 0, 
ie (I ,..., n} A y,Jk, Lc:ie(l..._, n):y,jk,] 
Because 
loglG:l = 4 1% NQ(&4 = 0 
tmodm 
(t,m)= I 
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(M*) gives the following matrix identity 
. 1 
i! 
. . . 4 c Xl(S) log1 1 - jsm’fit I) X(f) .‘. ‘ 
s modfl, 
(s..r&)=l 
,E Y, XEX, 
The Cauchy theorem implies 
We shall use the class number formula (see [ 3, p. 1.51) 
h+.RQ= n 
( 
-+ c xl(S)logll-[““‘~~lI . 
XIEX+\IXOJ s modfx, > 
b.fx,)= 1 
The theorem in the case “ + ” will be proved if we show the matrix 5?+ is 
regular. 
Because d~,~ = b& for any k7 E M_ and t E Y, (**) implies the following 
matrix identity 
Again we shall use the class number formula (see [3, p. 461) 
h-=Qw n 
X2EX- 
(-i c x2@). 
s modfx2 
b,fx2)=l 
We need to show that the matrices G4+ and 5% are regular. 
Because distinct characters are linearly independent (see [ 111) the 
matrix 
w  = (x(t)) fE Y,,XE.~+ux~~ 
where Y,={tcZ; O<t<mr\ (t,m)=l}, is regular. After adding the tth 
row to the (m - t)th row for each t E Y the Laplace theorem gives 
ldet WI = 2card ’ . ldet %9+ I . ldet SK 1. 
Therefore the matrices 99+ and g’_ are regular and the theorem follows. 1 
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For any k~Xu (0) let 
V(k)= jiE [l,..., nt; q,lkl, 
W(k)=~i~(l,....nj;q,~k~li--(nz,li)(modq,)i, 
U(k) = {iE { 1, . . . . n};q,jk A k=(m,k) (modq,)). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let k E Xv { 0). Then there exist rational numbers .x,,+ , x, , 
such that for any integer t relatively prime to m 
and x,? , .xsp E Z if (WI, k) = (m, s). 
Proof We can suppose k E X because the lemma is trivial if k = 0. Let 
us define the ordering < on X in the following way. For any ke X let 
z(k)=1 if i>O and (k/(q,(m,k)))> l/2 where i=max({O, l,..., H}\ 
(V(k) u U(k) u W(k))) and let z(k) = 0 otherwise. For any S, k E X let s < k 
if and only if some of the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) J’(s) 2 WI, 
(2) V(s) = V(k) A U(s) u W(s)5 U(k) u W(k), 
(3) V(s)= V(k) A U(s)u W(s) = U(k)u W(k) A z(s) <z(k), 
(4) V(s) = V(k) A U(s) u W(s) = U(k) u W(k) A z(s) =z(k) A W(s)5 
W(k). 
We shall prove the lemma by induction with respect to k E X and <. Let 
us suppose that k E X and the lemma has been proved for any s E X, s < k. 
We distinguish three cases: 
(i) U(k)u V(k) = { 1, . . . . n>. If kEM+ we can put x: = 1 and 
-xSk = 0 for s # k. Hence we shall suppose k +! M+ . For any i = 0, 1, . . . . n + 1 
let 
Hi= acX, (k,m)=(a,m) 
1 
nVrEu(k):((&)-;).(I-i)<O]. 
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Then 
s~o(c,,&s,)=( c (-I)card(l:rEu(k’Ar<i) c (c,&,,,) 
ie U(k) .YEH, 
+ ( _ 1 yard L’(k) 
c (Cd * CL). 
seH,+1 
It is easy to see that k E H, and that s E H, + I if and only if m -s E H,. 
Because k F$ M+ , we have ( - 1 )card U’k) = T 1 and Lemma 5.1 implies 
Because s<k for any SE H,\(k) and sq,<k for any iE U(k), SE Hi the 
induction assumption implies the lemma. 
(ii) U(k) u V(k) # { 1, . . . . n}, W(k)=@. Ifz(k)=O then keM,. On 
the other hand if z(k)= 1 then ck,+cPkr= +(c-~~~+c~~-~~,), 
U( -k) u W( -k) = U(k) u W(k), and z(m -k) = 0. Hence (m -k) < k and 
the lemma follows from the induction assumption. 
(iii) U(k) u V(k) # (1, . . . . n}, W(k) # a. Let i = max W(k). 
Lemma 5.1 implies 
Ckt = Ckq,, - c Ckur. 
I<U<Wlhp,jU 
u = 1 (mod m,) 
It is easy to prove that kq, < k and ku < k for any 1 <u < m, pi j u. The 
lemma again follows from the induction assumption. B 
LEMMA 5.4. 
Wb&)k.M+.rr Y  = 2~“cp(m).det(c,,+c-k,),,,+.,, y, 
def(bk,r)kcM-.re Y=det(ck,-c~kr)kcM~,tE y. 
Proof. We extend the definition of the numbers b& which has been 
given above Lemma 5.1 in the following way: let b& denote brT, if there is 
r~Xu {0), r=k (modm). 
Leti~{l,...,n).ForanyuEZ,O<u<q,,p,luwehaveum,~M+ ifand 
only if 1 < u < q,/2. Lemma 5.1 implies 
2 2 (c,,,t+c-.,,I)=2 c L7,t=2. 
1 < u c q,/2 A P, 1 u I<UCLT,AP,lU 
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We subtract in the matrix (/J:,)~~,~,+,,~ i double of the sum of rows 
indexed by ltm, where 1 < u < q,/2, p, J u, from the row indexed by 0. Then 
we obtain the following numbers in this row: 
Now we add l/&q,) multiple of this row to each row indexed by urn, where 
1 <UC q,/2, piI U, and obtain (c~~,~+ c_.,,,) here. Finally we add cp(q,) 
multiple of these rows to the row indexed by 0 and obtain 
V(qi)Ccm,r +c-,,,)+cp(q,) c (cm,,+c- .m,J=, 0.1 
cp(qJ b + 
1 < u < Y,P A P, 1 u 
which is the (p(q,)/2 multiple of the original row indexed by 0. 
For any r=O, 1, . . . . n we define the matrices F’ = (f:k,t)kEM+.IE y, 
where 
f;,.,= ;;- 
i 
if card V(k)>r, 
k,r> if card I’(k) < r. 
Therefore 
det(bk.r)ktM-,,t y=det F; 
and if we change the matrix (bc,)ktM+,,t r in the described way for each 
i=l , . . . . n, we obtain 
det(b~,)k.M+.,.r=2-“cp(m)detF,:_,. 
The lemma will be proved if we show det F, i = det F; and det F’ = 
det F,!+ 1 for any r = 0, 1, . . . . n-2. Let r be any integer satisfying O<r <n 
(in the case “+” we suppose r #n - 1) and k~ M+ such that 
card V(k) = r. In the matrix F,‘+ , the row indexed by k consists of 
For any L E { 1, . . . . n} \V(k), L # a, let u = k ni, L liq,. Lemmas 5.2 and 
5.3 imply there exist rational numbers x:-s such that 
C;t)CLkt=C,,+C~u,= c . .~:s(c,l f C-St). rsM+ 
V(k)vLIC’(A) 
If we subtract 
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multiple of row indexed by s for any s E 44, satisfying V(k) 5 V(s) from the 
row indexed by k we obtain 
which is the kth row of F’ . If we change all rows of Fr*+ 1 indexed by 
k E M, which satisfy card V(k) = r we obtain matrix F’ . Hence 
det F’ = det F,*+, , 
and the lemma follows. 1 
Let us define the mapping f: X u (0) + Y as follows: if k E X u { 0} 
satisfy U(k) u V(k) = (1, . . . . n} thenf(k) is determined by 
f(k) z 1 mod qn and f(k)= -1 
i= 1, i= l..... n- 1 
iG V(k) ie U(k) 
on the other hand if U(k) u V(k) # { 1, . . . . n} then 
where SE Z is determined by sk E (m, k) (mod m), s E - 1 (mod(m, k)), 
and O-~s~tn. 
LEMMA 5.5. The restrictions f: M, + Y are bijections. 
ProoJ This is easy. 1 
Let us define the ordering u of the set Y. For any t E Y let 
k(t)=max((O, l,...,n}\U(t)u W(t)) and if k(t)#O then we put 
i 
W(t), if 
Z(t) = ( > 
6 
* 
<k, where rt = 1 (mod m), 
U(t), otherwise. 
Then for any t, u E Y we define t a u if and only if some of the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) U(t)u Wt)s U(u)u Wu), 
(2) u(t)uw(t)=u(u)uW(u)#(1,...,n} Az(t)sz(u). 
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LEMMA 5.6. Let REM,, U(k)u V(k)# i 1, . . . . 1~;. Then 
(1) c,,,,,+c k,,k, iseq~ulto 1 or -1: 
(2) if t E Y satisfy ck, + c h-, # 0, then j”( k ) = t or t u, f( k ). 
ProoJ Part (1) is easy. To prove (2), let k E M+ and t E Y satisfy 
ck, f cpk, # 0. Then kt E (m, k) (mod m) or kt = - (m, k) (mod nt). There- 
fore U(t) u W(t) E V(k) u U(k) = U(f(k)) u W(f(k)). If U(r) u W(t) # 
U(f(k))u W(f(k)) then t-=lf(k). Hence we can suppose U(t)u W’(r)= 
U(f(k)) u @‘(f(k)). If kt E (m, k) (mod m) then Z(t) = W(t) c V(k) and if 
kt = - (nr, k) (mod m) then Z(t) = U(t) c V(k). The definition of f(k) 
implies that V(k) c Z(f(k)) and that f(k)k E (m, k) (mod m) or f(k)k E 
-(m, k) (mod m). If Z(t) #Z(f(k)) then tdf(k). If Z(t) = Z(f(k)) then 
f(k)k E kt (mod m) orf(k)k = -kt (mod m). In the former case we obtain 
f(k) = t, in the latter case we get f(k) =ltr - t which is a contradiction 
because f(k) E Y and r E Y. 1 
LEMMA 5.7. 
lWck, i c -kr)kt M+,rE A 
= ldet(c,, f c- ) k, keM+ A I’lk)u U(k)= (I,....n).r~ Y  A k(r)=Oi. 
Proof: It is easy to see that card{kE M, ; V(k) u U(k) = { 1, . . . . n>) = 
card{ t E Y, k(r) = O}. Lemma 5.6 implies ckt + cpk, = 0 for any k E M, , 
I E Y such that V(k) u U(k) # { 1, . . . . n> and k(t) = 0. By the Laplace 
theorem 
Idet(Ckt+C-kr)kEM+.IE YI  
= ldet(C,, k Cp . ) ! . I  keM+ ., Y(k)uU(k)= {I.....n),t~ Yn k(f)=0 
. ]det(C,, k C- kr ksMt A ~-(k)uU(k)#~iI,....n].t~ YA k(t)&& ) 
Lemma 5.6 implies we can rearrange rows and columns of 
(ck,+c- ) kr kEMt n blk)u CJ(k)# {I.....n}. ,E Yh klr)#O 
and obtain a triangular matrix with 1 and - 1 on the diagonal. l 
LEMMA 5.8. Let r be a positive integer. For any A, B c ( 1, . . . . r} let 
if A E B, 
if A 5 { 1, . ..) r}\B and card A is odd, 
otherwise 
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and 
if AcBarifA~{l,...,r)\BandcardAiseven, 
otherwise. 
Let 
~=(aL4,fiE(1,_.., ?) 
and ~~==(Bj4r!B)A.Bc{l(._.( r}’ 
Then 
(det ~(~1 = 22’-‘, ldet BrI = 22’m’P’. 
Proof: This is given by induction with respect to r. The case r = 1 is 
easy. Let us suppose r > 1 and the lemma has been proved for r - 1. Let 
A, B E ( 1, . . . . r}. If r$A and r$B then 
‘A,B 
(r- 1) =&I = aI’) 
A.B A.Eu {r} and B~,s”=P~,‘E=B~,‘B”(rJ. 
If rEA and r$B then 
i 
2, 
(r) - 1, 
Cl!i,'B~(rJ-a~,B- 1 
0: 
if A=(r), 
if (r}#AcBu{r}, 
if {r} #A G (1, . . . . r}\B and card A is odd, 
otherwise, 
i 
1, if AE Bu {r}, 
B ~;,)B~~~)-B$,‘B= -12 if AZ (l,..., r}\B and card A is even, 
0, otherwise. 
In both matrices J$ and 9& we subtract the column indexed by B from the 
column indexed by B u {r} for any B c { 1, . . . . r - 1 }. The Laplace theorem 
implies 
ldet ~$1 = ldet &il .2ldet ?#-,I, 
ldet~~,I=ldet~~!,I.ldet~~-,( 
and the lemma follows. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. 
IdWk,rLM-,re A = 
if n=l, 
if n>l. 
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Proof: If n = 1 then the statement follows from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7. 
Let us suppose n > 1. For any A, B c [ 1, . . . . n - 11 let 
if 
liktA)= { 
n;, IL. . .I./, .lq!, ( ~ 1 )card ,4 = * 1. 
n,, :I . . ...? 1 I/ .J qi, if ( ~ 1 )card .’ # f 1, 
t(B) = - 1 (mod v), and 0 < t(B) < m, 
where r = n ,Ei ,,,.., nPl),Bq,. It is easy to see ~,(A)EM, and ME Y. 
Because 
Lemma 5.8 implies 
kWck, + c- ) kt keM* A c(k)=O.rt YA k(t)=0 , =p-= 
and the theorem follows from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7. 1 
6. CONCLUSION 
The following theorems use several previous definitions. The definitions 
of M+, uk, and o(a) together with w* precede Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.2, 
and Lemma 3.1, respectively. 
THEOREM 6.1. 
(uk; keM+ A k#O) 
is a system of fundamental circular units of Q(i), i.e., for any circular unit 
q E C there exist uniquely determined cr(k) E Z and root of unity p E W 
satisfying 
vt=p. n vy? 
kEM+\{“l 
ProoJ Lemma 4.2 and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 imply 
1, if n=l 
A+ =h+Q. 22”mz~, 
2 if n>l. 
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Hence A+ # 0 and the set of generators of f(C) 
{@J; aeM+ A a#O) 
from Theorem 4.2 is a basis of E(C). Because -c = (1 - [)’ P”ml we have 
WG Cc E and the theorem follows from Lemma 2.5. 1 
COROLLARY (Sinnott). The index [E : C] is finite and 
[E:C]=h+.2h, 
whereb=Ozyn=l andb=2+‘-n+f zfn>l andh+ isthesecondfactor 
of the class number of Q(i). 
Proof: Because WG CG E we have [E: C] = [I(E) : l(C)]. The 
definition of A + implies [I(E) : I(C)] = A + . 1 
THEXIREM 6.2. 
is a basis of the Stickelberger ideal S (as a Z-module). 
ProoJ Lemma 4.5 and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 imply 
A- Jh-. 
i 
c if n>l, 
Q 1, if n=l. 
Therefore A- # 0 and the set of generators of S from Theorem 4.2 is 
Z-linear independent. 1 
COROLLARY (Sinnott). The index [A : S] is finite and 
[A:S]=hp.2’, 
whereb=Oifn=l andb=2”-‘-1 ifn>l andh- isthefirstfactorofthe 
class number of Q(c). 
Proof This follows from the definition of A ~. [ 
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